The term 'magnetospheric substorm' has According to Akaso [u et al. [1966a], the subbeen used recently to describe the collection of storm has two characteristic phases, an expanphenomena that occur throughout the magneto-sion phase and a recovery phase. 
These bursts appear to be related to activation of auroral arcs [Victor, 1965] previously convected into it and by ionospheric line-tying enhanced by increased precipitation. The growth phase is terminated when, for as yet unknown reasons, magnetic field lines at the inner edge of the cusp collapse inward and dump particles into the ionosphere. A sudden increase in conductivity results, which causes a dramatic increase in the magnitude of ionospheric currents already flowing during the growth phase.
In conclusion, we would like to emphasize that it is not necessary to postulate a new current system to explain the magnetic variations observed during the growth phase. In fact, the assumption that this current system is nearly the same as that during the expansion phase is consistent with the ideas discussed by Axford and others, i.e., that a substorm expansion is preceded by enhanced inward magnetospheric convection. In this regard, we note that, although we have used only isolated substorms, it likely that substorms late in a sequence of substorms also have a growth phase, i.e., a period of enhanced inward convection following the collapse of a previous substorm. Identification of these growth phases with auroral zone magnetograms is much more subjective than the identification for the events discussed above.
